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Christ, the Church & the Cheerful Giver 
2 Corinthians 8:16-9:15 

A Clear and Present Word 

Sometimes the Bible is hard to understand. There are some parts of 
Scripture that are so foreign in their content, or so removed from our 
context, that it can be tricky to make heads or tails of what they mean, 
let alone what they mean for our lives now.  

In my Bible reading plan over the last few days I have come to the 
second half of the book of Daniel. If you remember back to last year, 
now that’s challenging to understand.  

But sometimes the Bible is hard for an entirely different reason. 
Sometime’s the great challenge of reading the Bible is not that the 
meaning is hard to grasp, but because the meaning is unmistakable 
and unavoidable.  

I suspect that this is far more often the case than people care to admit. 
Despite the fact that it was written thousands of years ago, by people 
and in places very different to us, the Bible is a clear and present word. 
More often than not, the meaning of the text stands right before us, 
and it’s meaning for our lives stares us in the face.  

Our passage today is a classic example of this. The key verses are right 
in the middle, verses 6 and 7: 

Remember this [Paul writes]: Whœver sows sparingly will also 

reap sparingly, and whœver sows generously will also reap 

generously. Each of you should give what you have decided in 

your heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God 

loves a cheerful giver. 
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What is the implication of this passage for our lives? It’s a clear and 
present word: Give! Give generously and joyfully. 

Let’s pray.  

But of course, it’s not that simple is it?! Not because this is hard to 
understand. But because it is hard to live. And it is as hard to live out in 
21st century Sydney as it was in 1st Century Corinth.  

And so the rest of the passage is filled with encouragement. 

Carried along by the Holy Spirit, Paul points the Corinthians to three 
different horizons, three different aspects of generosity. He speaks of 

Generosity and the individual 

Generosity and the church 

Generosity and God 

And as we consider these three horizons together now, may we be 
spurred on to be joyful and generous in our giving.  
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Generosity and the Individual  

So first, let’s think about generosity and the individual. For did you 
notice in that key verse where Paul is focussed, look again at chapter 9 
verse 7: Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart 
to give. 

There are a lot of things Paul could have said there aren’t there: 

Everyone should give this proportion of their income. 

All of you should give what is necessary to collect this amount of 
money. 

But he dœsn’t say these things. His focus is each of you…in your heart. 

The centre of gravity for Christian generosity is not a blanket rule for 
everyone to follow, and it’s certainly not the bottom line of the balance 
sheet. The true measure of generosity is the heart of each individual. 
So Paul urges every man and woman to consider their own giving as 
the overflow of a heart turned out in love towards God, and towards 
the needs of those around them. 

Or as Paul encourages the Corinthians: generosity is the outward 
expression of belief in the gospel. He says in verse 13 it is the 
obedience that accompanies your confession of the gospel of Christ. 

I was speaking to someone from church this week about this topic, and 
they made a really insightful comment that one of the reasons we find 
it hard to talk about money is that it feels as if our value is bound up in 
the money we earn, or what we spend on our money on. The irony is, 
that we think about money very individualistically, but also 
impersonally, as if somehow our money and possessions say 
everything we need to know of our identity or worth. 
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And it’s so easy for this way of thinking to bleed into the way we think 
about generosity. As if the most important thing is simply how much 
money is given away.  

But the biblical logic of generosity draws our attention not to the 
quantity of the giver’s gift but to the quality of giver’s heart. 

What an encouragement! 

Because this means that in the eyes of God, the youth group kid who 
gives her pocket money to buy a Bible for a Scripture class in Fairfield 
and the business man who funds the whole ministry are generous in 
equal measure.  

It means that the uni student who sets aside a small amount from their 
youth allowance payment each fortnight to give to church is no less 
generous than the family who set aside thousands of dollars at the 
beginning of the year to our mission partners overseas.  

It means that we are freed from comparing ourselves with others. It 
means we are liberated to consider how we can be generous with what 
we have, rather than meeting the expectations of others. It means that 
we can get on with giving without feeling like we need to impress 
other people. For every act of generosity is seen and acknowledged 
by God. In fact, it’s more than that: giving that flows from a heart 
gripped by the gospel brings delight to the heart of God.  

Of course, this is Paul’s conclusion to our key verse: 

Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give. 
not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. 
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Generosity and the Church 

But Paul’s concern for the heart of the individual dœs not at all mean 
that he has an individualistic view of generosity. That might sound a bit 
counter-intuitive, but stick with me.  

For all throughout this passage, we see that the Corinthians exist in a 
web of relationships, not only amongst themselves, but also with 
believers all around them. 

And this is the second horizon of our generosity: generosity and the 
church.  

If you look again through the passage this horizon is unmissable. We 
read about Titus, and 2 anonymous brothers, coming out of their 
genuine concern for the Corinthian church. There are the churches 
outside of Corinth who have sent the brothers. There are the 
Macedonians in particular who we heard about last week, spurred 
onto generosity as they heard of the Corinthian church. There are the 
Lord’s people, who seem to be the recipients of the Corinthians’ 
generous gift. And of course there is Paul himself, exhorting and 
urging and encouraging.  

And through all of these relationships there is this rich back and forth 
of mutual service, as generous gifts are reciprocated with heart-felt 
prayers. As the Corinthians respond to concern and encouragement, 
they too show their concern and offer encouragement to the churches 
around them. And it all overflows in thanks and praise to God! 

And there are many implications of this. As Paul notes in verses 20-21, 
this interconnectedness of generosity means that it must be 
administered rightly, collected with integrity, and used with wisdom.  
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And in first few verses of chapter 9, we see the importance again of 
following through on our good intentions. For to say one thing and 
then do another undermines the mutual benefits of generosity and 
leads to the discouragement of the fellowship of believers — not to 
mention the failure to supply the needs of the Lord’s people.  

The thing that has struck me the most, however, is the way the rich 
relationships of generosity recalibrate our understanding of what 
giving actually is. I think that our instinct around giving is that when we 
give, we lose something so that someone else can gain something. To 
put it crudely, our bank balance gœs down and someone else's gœs 
up.  

But that’s not at all the picture we have in this passage. Did you notice 
the controlling image of chapter 9 verse 6: giving is a matter of sowing 
and reaping. It’s not merely the transfer of goods from one party to 
another, but the scattering of seed in the expectation of a harvest. Paul 
is showing the Corinthians that when they give generously, they are 
actually making a wise investment. When Christians give generously, it 
is not as if some lose and some gain, in God’s economy everybody 
wins. 

To get some understanding of this, I asked all of our mission partners 
this week about the impact that our giving has on them and their 
ministry. And it was amazing to hear their responses… 

All of them said that our giving builds and deepens relationships of 
warmth and trust between us, and Jo noted especially how those who 
invest financially are also those who invest deeply in prayer.  
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James  Lane shared how our generosity towards them grows them in 
humble  dependence and encourages them to be generous with what 
they have towards others.  

Susannah shared how our giving reminds her she is not alone and 
spurs her on to make the most of every opportunity in her ministry that 
is possible through the giving of others.  

Ryan Van der Avoort wanted to encourage you with the knock on or 
follow up effects of our giving. That our giving to him allows him to 
work hard in raising the support of around 10 ministry apprentices 
who otherwise wouldn’t have that opportunity.  

Kenny and Rose shared how the generosity of their supporters has 
enabled them to show mercy and provide support for a family in 
airport valley, through vouchers and food and bible reading material. 
From that relationship a number of women are now studying the Bible, 
and are excited to learn more about God and the Lord Jesus. And I 
imagine that is only a small snapshot of the impact that Christian 
generosity has, far beyond the financial transaction of money from one 
account to another. 

What gain! To know that our giving is seeing people’s lives 
transformed by the power of the gospel! To know that our giving is 
strengthening our relationship with brothers and sisters around the 
world! To know that our giving strengthens our mission partners to 
persevere in ministry! To know the way that our giving moves our 
mission partners to invest in us, and our ministry, to know they are 
praying for us, and thanking God for us.  
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Now, I must admit, I’m a consumer from wayback. I am way too easily 
sucked in by that little burst excitement of the new gadget, or the new 
book, the new anything arriving in the post. But here’s the thing, this 
passage dœsn’t challenge my selfish consumerism by calling me to 
suppress that deep desire of “what’s in it for me?”  

Rather it challenges me by showing me that my desires are actually too 
small, that I have set the bar of my excitement way too low. I am 
satisfied by a harvest of stuff, but this passage points me to a far more 
glorious harvest: a harvest of righteousness. 

This is what Jesus himself says again and again whenever he speaks of 
money in the gospels — and just a heads up, he actually did that a lot.  

He says: don’t store up treasures on earth that waste away, but store up 
treasures in heaven that never fade. 

“Truly I tell you,” Jesus says, “no one who has left home or brothers or 
sisters or mother or father or children or fields for me and the gospel 
will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age: homes, 
brothers, sisters, mothers, children and fields—along with persecutions—
and in the age to come eternal life. 

He says: whœver wants to save their life will lose it, but whœver loses 
their life for me will save it. 

In the life of Jesus we are reminded that the heartbeat of the universe 
is self-giving love. And what will be most truly satisfying and fully 
rewarding is to live with the grain of that fundamental reality. Paul is 
simply reminding us of this truth. That the gospel so reorders our 
desires towards the good of God’s people, the growth of the church, 
and the glory of God, that our lives will echo the words of our Lord: it is 
more blessed to give than to receive. 
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Generosity and God 

Which leads us to Paul’s third, and final horizon: Generosity and God. 
For the one relationship that exists not only above, but also in and 
through, every other relationship is our relationship with God.  

And it really is a relationship, of love and delight, of provision and of 
praise. As one writer says, we can tend think about God’s engagement 
with our generosity as something like: God gives credit to a careful 
giver. But that’s not it is it: as we saw in verse 9: God loves a cheerful 
giver. 

And so we see that everything flows from God, and everything returns 
to God. So the concern of Titus for the Corinthians is something 
placed into his heart by God. As we’ve seen, generosity flows from a 
heart that confesses the surpassing grace given in the gospel of God. 
And this generosity results in the honour of God (chapter 8 verse 19), 
and thanksgiving to God (chapter 9 verse 11), and many expressions 
of thanks to God (verse 12), and the praise of God (verse 13).  

And then, our generosity is met with God’s abundant blessing and 
generous provision. 

So we read in verse 8: 

And God is able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at 

all times, having all that you need, you will abound in every good 

work. 

John Calvin says that this verses answers the natural question that 
niggles away at us: well who will look after me, when what I give is 
taken away?  
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This concern for our own need, Calvin says, “tempts every one to retain 
with eager grasp what belongs to [themselves]” rather than eagerly 
giving to the needs of others.  

And again we see that God’s word dœs not dismiss our natural self-
concern but addresses it with the promise of God. Paul says that it is 
God himself who has our back, that God is the one who provides for 
our needs so that we can generously give to others.  

Now, this might set off some alarm bells right? Isn’t this some sort of 
prosperity gospel? As if the equation is give to others so that we can 
get for ourselves. But of course this is nothing at all like the 
televangelist telling his viewers to give, so that God would bless them 
with greater health and wealth. Again, this sets the bar way too low. 
God dœsn’t supply us with what we need to live comfortable middle 
class lives. Rather, God provides us with what we need to live counter-
culturally sacrificial lives of generous love and service. God is 
concerned with our prosperity, but he wants us to prosper in good 
works. And so he enriches us so that we can be rich in generosity 
towards others.  

Our God is not stingy, rather he loves to lavish us with good things, so 
that we might live good lives. God fills us up so we can overflow to 
others. As Paul says in verse 10, returning the image of sowing and 
reaping, God will increase your store of seed and will enlarge the 
harvest of your righteousness.  

And he continues to make this abundantly clear in verse 11: 

You will be enriched in every way so that you can be generous on 

every occasion, and through us your generosity will result in 

thanksgiving to God. 
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And at this point we can see that Paul is moving well beyond matters of 
finance to the way that God works in and through the gospel to 
transform us into people of generous love and joyful service.  

For it is only the gospel of the Lord Jesus that teaches us that our worth 
is not in what we own, but in what Christ did for us on that cross. 

It is only the gospel that gives our hearts rest and security, that we 
might not fear what will happen if we give things away, but expect God 
to use our generosity and provide for what we need. 

It is only the gospel that opens our eyes to see the needs of others and 
moves our will to act for their good. 

It is only the gospel that assures us that God really dœs have our best 
interests at heart: that if he has given his Son for us, how will he not 
also, along with him, graciously give us all things? 

It is only the gospel that reshapes our desires so that we really think 
that the best thing in the world is for people to know Jesus and for 
God to receive the glory he deserves. 

“This is what the gospel dœs in us: in the gospel God lavishes his gifts 
on us and frees us up to pass on the same precious gift to other 
people.”  No wonder Paul ends this passage as he dœs in verse 15 1

Thanks be to God for his indescribable gift! 

 Gary Millar, 2 Corinthians For You, p. 1371
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The more we grasp the all surpassing grace given to us in the gospel, 
the more this will shape not only the way we use our money, but the 
way we use our time, our expertise, our opportunities at school or at 
work, our homes, our words, our relationships, and every other area of 
our life. It will be the natural overflow of our heart, it will reap a great 
harvest in our lives and in the lives of those around us (and around the 
world) and it will bring God great delight, and lead many to offer up 
thanks and praise to him.  

Brothers and sisters, this is the clear and present Word of the Lord to 
us today: 

Whœver sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whœver 

sows generously will also reap generously. Each of you should 

give what you have decided in your heart to give, not reluctantly 

or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.  And God is 

able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at all times, 

having all that you need, you will abound in every good work.
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